Engine Driven Chippers

3-1/2” - 6” Capacity!
Gravity Feed & Hydraulic Feed

3-1/2” - Gravity Feed, 600 Series
8HP - 16HP Engine Options

4” - Gravity Feed, 400 Series
13HP & 16HP Engine Options

4” - Hydraulic Feed, 84 Series
16HP & 25HP Engine Options

6” - Hydraulic Feed, 86 Series
25HP & 37HP Engine Options

6” - Hydraulic Feed or Gravity Feed
62 Series, 24HP & 37HP Gas Engine Options

Salsco, Inc.  LEADER BY DESIGN
MADE IN THE U.S.A.

Quality of Workmanship, Innovative Design, Built to Last!
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3-1/2” - Gravity Feed
600 Series

These units are 3-1/2” capacity chippers, that are just right for grounds clean up jobs. Available with a Back-Yard Tow Package or an Over the Road Wheel Kit. These units have a 1/2” thick, sharpenable, replaceable, and adjustable bed knife to provide consistent chip size and the ability to chip even the stringiest, brushiest materials. The impeller is 13” in diameter and 1” thick, with four exhaust paddles. There are two 3/8” thick chip blades. ENGINE OPTIONS: 8, 10, & 16HP Briggs & Stratton, 8, 9, & 13HP Honda

Compact & Productive!
4” - Gravity Feed
400 Series

360° exhaust chute with adjustable exhaust deflector, no tools are necessary for adjustment. Extra wide hopper with a 4” x 5” infeed opening. 1/2” thick, steel bed knife; replaceable, sharpenable and adjustable! Easy access to impeller for chip blade maintenance. ENGINE OPTIONS: 13HP Honda, 16HP Briggs & Stratton

The Best Performing 4” Chipper on the Market Today!

4” - Hydraulic Feed
84 Series

The fully balanced chipper disc is 18-7/8” in diameter and 3/4” thick, with six exhaust paddles, welded and gusseted for extra strength and weighs approximately 160 lbs. There are 2 chip blades, 1/2” thick x 7-1/4” long x 4” wide and they are double sided! Both the vertical and the horizontal bed knives are reversible, adjustable and sharpenable. Optional Speed Sensing. This option counts the impeller R.P.M. and if the R.P.M. of the impeller drops below the calibrated low R.P.M., due to a combination of large and long branches, the Speed Sensing will stop the feed roll to allow the impeller R.P.M. to recover to the calibrated high, and then continue to feed. ENGINE OPTIONS: 16HP Briggs & Stratton, 25HP Kohler
Easy to Maintain. Easy to Operate! 6” - Hydraulic Feed OR Gravity Feed 62 Series

The 62 Series chippers are available as gravity feed or hydraulic feed. The infeed opening on both units is 7” x 8”. The Torflex axle provides a smooth, quiet ride and features an independent suspension. Hydraulic feed units have dual feed rolls and Speed Sensing is available as an option. Electric Safety Lock is standard on both units.

ENGINE OPTIONS: 35HP Briggs & Stratton, 24HP Honda

6” - Hydraulic Feed 86 Series

The extra wide infeed means that this chipper will easily accept a 6” round branch with limbs.

Electric Safety Lock is standard and prevents the engine from being started if the impeller housing is open.

There are 4 - 1/2” thick, double sided chip blades which are easily accessed for replacement and maintenance through the hinged and bolted impeller housing. The impeller is 1” thick x 26” in diameter, with 6 gusseted fan blades to exhaust material. Air vents in the impeller housing and extra wide chip blade pockets allow for more air flow and better exhaust of chips. ENGINE OPTIONS: 25HP Kohler (Gas), 37HP Briggs & Stratton E.F.I. (Gas)

Extra Wide 12” x 6” Infeed Opening!
Salsco offers a full line of Wood/Brush Chippers, both PTO & Engine Driven up to 18” Capacity!

Model 810M - 10” x 18”. (Pictured below)

Model 810, 10” x 18”, Single or Dual Feed. (Pictured below)

Model 813 or 813XT, 13” x 18”, Single or Dual Feed. (Pictured below)

Model 818 or 818XT, 18” x 24”, Single, Dual Feed or Quad Feed. (Pictured above)

Model 600PTO, 3-1/2” Capacity. (Pictured above)

Model 624PTO, 4-1/2” Capacity. (Pictured below)

Model 810PTO, 10” x 18”, for those really big jobs! (Pictured above)

PTO Chippers

Hydraulic Feed or Gravity Feed!

Model 824 & 826. (Pictured above)

6” or 10”, Gravity Feed or Hydraulic Feed, Models 627, 627XT, 6210 & 6210XT. (Pictured above)

4” or 6” Hydraulic Feed, fully self contained. Models 824 & 826. (Pictured above)

MANUFACTURER OF OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT

Products for Turf & Lawncare, Rental, Construction, Tree Care, Wood Processing, Nursery & Farm Industries

3-1/2” - 18” Capacity, Gas, Diesel, & P.T.O. Wood/Brush Chippers

Gas & Electric Rollers - Tranz-Former - CRV Core Recovery Vehicle

Mini-Paver - Mini-Track Paver - Cobra Curber - Scorpion Router - Concrete Paver

Chipper Shredder Vacuums - Tailgate & Truckloader Vacuums

9 cu. yds. - 50 cu. yds. Per Hour, Electric, P.T.O. & Diesel Powered Shaving Mills

105 School House Road
Cheshire, CT 06410 U.S.A.
800-872-5726 (Toll Free), 203-271-1682, 203-271-2596 (Fax)
www.salsco.com, sales@salsco.com